We investigate surface plasmon polariton waves at the interface between metals or metamaterials and gyrotropic dielectrics. Due to gyrotropy, the surface wave changes its polarization, propagation constant, and transverse profile. With the increase of gyrotropy the localization decreases leading to the existence of the critical value of the gyrotropic coefficient above which there are no localized surface-plasmons at the interface. A method of experimental investigation of gyrotropic films based on the surface-plasmon excitation is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays plasmonics attracts much research attention (see, for example, Refs. [1, 2] ) due to the vast area of possible applications, including spectroscopy [3] , surface investigations, near-field [4] and nonlinear optics, telecommunication and information processing, and biosensing [5] . It provides the unique possibility of light management at nanoscale [6] due to very high energy concentration in plasmon waves [7] [8] [9] [10] . This is important for matching of optical and electronic devices [11] . Using gain materials in plasmonics leads to the loss compensation and compact plasmonic laser development [12] and gives rise to engineering of nanophotonic devices [13] .
The prerequisite of surface plasmon polariton existence is the different sign of the dielectric permittivity or magnetic permeability of the two media (see Ref. [14] , for example). For a long time only plasmons at metal-dielectric interfaces were investigated. Nevertheless, there is another possibility of achieving negative permittivity and/or permeability since recently such artificial metamaterials have been manufactured [15] [16] [17] . Surface plasmon polariton waves at metamaterialdielectric interfaces have some peculiar properties [14, 18] . Energy flows in a plasmon wave on both sides of the interface are parallel to the interface but have opposite directions. The total energy flow depends on the localization coefficients and field amplitudes that are determined by the boundary conditions. On the surfaces of some artificial materials [19] surface waves are backward (i.e., total energy flow in the surface wave is opposite to the direction of phase velocity). At the dielectric-metal interface surface waves are forward while the metamaterial-dielectric interface supports either forward or backward waves depending on the permittivity and permeability values [14, 19] .
The surface-plasmon transverse profile is exponential both at metamaterial and metal interfaces [ E ∼ exp(−γ z), where γ is the localization coefficient that determines the penetration depth for the plasmon and z is the coordinate perpendicular to the interface]. At the metal-dielectric interface the plasmon profile is strongly asymmetric: In the dielectric the penetration depth is usually about 100 nm while in the metal the plasmon wave can be localized at the extremely small scales of 10 nm (for the visible frequency range). At the metamaterial-dielectric interfaces the penetration depths usually have the same order in both media. Such plasmon localization strongly affects its attenuation: The more the energy of the plasmon is localized inside of the absorbing medium (metal, metamaterial) the stronger the damping is.
The boundary conditions define the surface-plasmon polarization. At the metal-dielectric interface only the plasmon of TM polarization can be excited while the metamaterialdielectric interface supports either TE or TM modes [14, 19] .
Properties of surface plasmon polariton waves are dramatically different for surfaces of nonlinear metamaterials [14] , anisotropic crystals [20] , magnetic media magnetized in transversal direction [21] , etc. However surface plasmon polariton waves in media transforming polarization of the bulk waves have not been studied enough yet and thus are of a fundamental interest. At the same time the investigation of surface plasmon polaritons has a great practical significance for gyrotropic film spectroscopy and various photonic applications.
In this paper we analyze surface plasmon polariton waves at the interface between a gyrotropic medium and metal or metamaterial. Analytical investigation refers to the most general case of two media with different permittivity and permeability values while numerical calculations are performed for certain metals and dielectrics (silver, gold, turpentine, sodium chlorate, etc.). In Sec. II the plasmon structure and dispersion equation for the gyrotropic interface are discussed. We propose an analytical method based on the linear in gyration coefficient approximation for investigation of surface-plasmon characteristics. Section III is devoted to the numerical calculations of the propagation constant, localization coefficients, polarization, and transverse profiles of the surface plasmon polariton waves.
II. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATION OF PLASMON AT GYROTROPIC INTERFACE
Plasmonic structure considered in this paper is the interface between isotropic gyrotropic dielectric (i.e., possessing natural optical activity) and metal or metamaterial with permittivity ε d , ε m and permeability μ d , μ m , respectively. The plane z = 0 corresponds to the interface between the media, and the surface wave propagates along the Ox axis.
The constitutive equation for the optically active dielectric has the form
where α is the gyration coefficient.
In the case of monochromatic surface waves the wave equation for the electric field can be written as
where k 0 = ω/c is the wave number in vacuum. Equation (1) shows that the gyrotropy leads to the coupling between electric field components and thus the polarization changes occur during the propagation according to Eq. (2).
In the dielectric medium with gyrotropy normal waves have different polarization and different values of phase velocity. Due to the difference between refractive indices
such medium performs the rotation of linear light polarization. We look for the localized solutions of the Maxwell equations [leading to Eq. (2)] in the form
where the propagation constant β and the localization coefficients γ j (that can be also treated as the imaginary part of the wave vector) are related by the following equations:
where k j = k 0 n j are the wave numbers in the corresponding media with refractive index n j and indices 1,2 in Eq. (5) correspond to the two eigenwaves in the gyrotropic medium. Thus in gyrotropic medium there are two different localization coefficients corresponding to the two eigenwaves with a certain propagation constant. However, our analysis reveals that due to the boundary conditions these two waves are not independent. In the gyrotropic media the surface plasmon polariton is a sum of these two partial components (4) having different localization coefficients and polarization states
where the relation between E 1 and E 2 is determined by the boundary conditions. The structure of the plasmon field in metal remains exponentially decaying
Taking into account boundary conditions we obtain that the dispersion equation for the surface plasmon polariton waves at gyrotropic interface has the following form:
Depending on the values of permittivity and permeability, surface waves at nongyrotropic interfaces can be either TM or TE polarized. Only the former case is considered further, since the latter case can be analyzed in the same way. In our previous work [22] the analysis of the dispersion equation (9) was performed within the linear in the gyration coefficient approximation since usually optical activity of gyrotropic media is rather weak
We found that the gyrotropy does not change the propagation constant of the surface wave
as well as the localization coefficient in metal
The gyrotropy influences the localization coefficients of dielectric that take the following form:
The first part of this expression is the zero-order nongyrotropic localization coefficient γ d0 while the second term represents the linear supplement γ . The linear approximation provides the analytical expression for the surface wave polarization [see Eq. (7)] determined by the coefficients
Substitution of the found field components into Eq. (7) leads to the conclusion that in spite of the difference between γ d1 and γ d2 the electromagnetic field cross section is exponential in the linear in αk 0 approximation
Surface waves at such interfaces are no longer of pure TE or TM polarization and have all six nonzero electromagnetic field components. In the linear in gyration coefficient approximation three of them are the same as for the nongyrotropic case (TM for the considered interface) and the other three are proportional to the gyration coefficient α (TE). The relation between TE and TM components can be estimated by the relation between the amplitudes of E y and H y at the interface
Thus the most significant change occurring to the surface plasmon polariton properties due to optical activity is the polarization change and the appearance of small TE components 043804-2 in TM-polarized plasmon and vice versa (the latter is possible only in the case of metamaterial surface).
III. INTERFACES WITH STRONG OPTICAL ACTIVITY
The typical values of the gyration coefficient are very small (e.g., αk 0 = 2 × 10 −6 for turpentine, αk 0 = 2 × 10
for sodium chlorate for the wavelength λ = 1240 nm) and thus the linear theory can be used for them. However some materials (especially the liquid crystals) possess higher gyration coefficient values. Due to their anisotropy the theory discussed above can not be applied to them directly but we expect that similar phenomena can be observed in such media as well. For some anisotropic media there are certain wavelengths at which their refractive indices are equal due to the different dispersion of ordinary and extraordinary waves. For example, silver gallium sulfide (AgGaS 2 ) and silver gallium selenite (AgGaSe 2 ) being isotropic at λ = 498 nm and λ = 811 nm, respectively, have gyration coefficients several orders higher than the ones mentioned above: αk 0 = 1.4 × 10 −3 and αk 0 = 5 × 10 −4 , respectively. It was noted above that the linear in the gyration coefficient approximation can be used if all linear supplements are small. However it can be obviously seen from Eq. (13) that the small value of the gyrotropic coefficient αk 0 is multiplied by the value that can be well above unity. Thus neglecting of secondand higher-order terms in the dispersion equation leads us to the additional restriction
The value of the linear addition γ /γ 0 = − Fig. 1 for the interface between turpentine or sodium chlorate (NaClO 3 ) and silver or gold. We used data from Ref. [23] for the permittivity values and Ref. [24] for optical activity values. One can see that for wavelengths in the visible and the most near-infrared and midinfrared frequency range this linear addition is rather small compared with unity. However for the larger wavelengths or materials with stronger optical activity this addition becomes larger and the linear approximation can not be used.
The dispersion equation (9) was solved numerically for the interfaces of metals and optically active dielectrics. The dependencies of the surface-plasmon propagation constant and localization coefficients on the gyration coefficient are shown in Fig. 2 . The calculations have been performed for the wavelength λ = 1240 nm for the interfaces of silver or gold and the dielectric with typical dielectric permittivity ε d = 2.2 (which is very close to the permittivity of the materials discussed above: ε d = 2.2 for the turpentine and ε d = 2.3 for sodium chlorate at the pointed wavelength).
In the region of the weak gyrotropy (αk 0 < 0.01 for silver and αk 0 < 0.02 for gold interface) the propagation constant does not change significantly as predicted by the linear theory (see Fig. 2 ). The further growth of the optical activity leads to the propagation constant increase. Note that as far as the propagation constant has no addition linear in gyration coefficient it grows slower than the largest of the wave numbers in the gyrotropic dielectric. At the same time one of the localization coefficients γ d2 increases and the other one γ d1 decreases nearly linearly with the gyration coefficient growing higher (see Fig. 2 ). Our calculations demonstrate that Eq. (13) describes the localization coefficients in optically active media with a good precision. Due to the variation of the propagation constant the localization coefficient in metal slightly increases as well but the maximum value of the change does not exceed ∼ 0.05%.
The influence of the optical activity on the propagation constant is illustrated by Fig. 3 for the interfaces between silver and turpentine or sodium chlorate or hypothetical isotropic media with the optical activity and permittivity of silver gallium sulfide. The relative changes of the surface-plasmon propagation constant β are small in comparison with those of the wave number k in gyrotropic media as predicted by the linear theory. At the same time the optical activity of AgGaS 2 -like material is enough to observe the dramatically different surface-plasmon behavior that will be discussed below. Linear decrement of the localization coefficient γ d1 leads to the fact that there is a certain critical value of the gyration coefficient at which γ d1 comes to zero [the propagation constant is equal to the largest of the wave numbers at this point, see Eq. (5)].
The surface plasmon polariton wave at this point appears to be the half-bound wave with one of the components being totally unlocalized. Above this critical value there are no localized surface plasmon polariton waves. Low values of the localization coefficient γ d1 near the critical value of the gyrotropic coefficient imply that the surface-plasmon wave is localized weakly and practical difficulties with experimental observation of such waves can be expected.
The transverse profiles of surface plasmon polaritons in dielectric at the silver-dielectric interface for the different gyration values are depicted in Fig. 4 . The profile for the small optical activity αk 0 = 0.01 coincides with a very good precision and overlaps with that of the nongyrotropic plasmon. One can see the localization distance increases for larger optical activity values (see curves for αk 0 = 0.04, αk 0 = 0.06, and αk 0 = 0.07). Near the critical optical activity value (αk 0 > 0.08, critical gyration coefficient for the selected geometry is αk 0 = 0.0824) the significant delocalization of one of the plasmon components and the whole wave as a consequence occurs. The half-bound surface-plasmon at the interface with the critical optical activity is the sum of the two components: one being localized at a distance half smaller than the nongyrotropic plasmon and the other being totally unlocalized.
We have calculated the critical values of the dielectric optical rotatory power (ϕ = 180
• αk 0 λ −1 ) corresponding to unlocalized surface plasmon polaritons (see Fig. 5 ). In the visible and near-infrared frequency range critical values of the optical activity are very high and can be achieved only in some special media such as liquid crystals where the reported rotatory power can be up to 10 5 deg/mm. Due to dispersion in metals higher wavelengths correspond to lower critical values of the optical activity. Although the critical values of the rotatory power can not be achieved in the materials discussed above (turpentine and sodium chlorate) it is important to notice that these values are rather low in comparison with the rotatory power of AgGaSe 2 and AgGaS 2 (about 10 2 deg/mm). Figure 3 illustrates the disappearance of the surface-plasmons in AgGaS 2 -like medium for the wavelengths corresponding to higher than critical gyration coefficient values.
The linear theory predicts that the polarization of the surface-plasmon wave in gyrotropic media changes due to the appearance of small TE components proportional to the gyration coefficient. The numerical calculation of the relation between TE and TM components (the ratio E y /H y , namely) shows that for the higher optical activity values this linear approximation works as well. For the wavelengths much higher than the metal plasma wavelength (|ε m | 1) as it follows from Eq. (17) this ratio can be estimated as
Note that the magnitude of the TE components is not very high. The surface plasmon polariton polarization change influences the reflection coefficient for the exciting beam in the Otto or Kretschmann scheme. Therefore the presence of the optical activity and the rotatory power value in dielectric can be detected by the measurement of the light reflected from the interface. As far as the TE additions are very small such measurements require rather high precision. At the same time this method of optical activity investigation can be applied to very thin films (as far as there is no dependence on the thickness and the film with the width of more than the localization distance, which is about 1μm, acts as the semi-infinite medium). Moreover, such films can be placed on different substrates that can have their own optical properties (and even be opaque) but would not affect the optical activity measurement.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have discussed the optical activity effect on the surface plasmon polariton properties at the interfaces of metals or metamaterials. Such plasmon consists of two components corresponding to the two values of the wave number in the bulk media. These components have different magnitude, polarization, and localization strictly determined by the boundary conditions. Within the framework of developed linear in gyration coefficient theory that is applicable for the media with weak optical activity (i.e., turpentine and sodium chlorate) the following results have been obtained. The changes of the transverse profile and the propagation constant are very small and can be neglected while the polarization of the surface-plasmon have the linear in gyrotropy addition of TE components.
The numerical analysis of the dispersion equation for the surface-plasmon in media with stronger gyrotropy has been performed. We have found that the propagation constant slightly increases with the growth of the gyration coefficient as well as the localization depth does. There is a critical point at which the surface-plasmon represents the half-bound wave with one of the components being totally unlocalized. For the optical activity exceeding this critical value localized surface-plasmons can not exist. This critical value strongly depends on the wavelength due to the metal dispersion. For the small wavelengths of the visible and near-infrared range such values can be achieved only in some special media such as liquid crystals while for the near-and far-infrared range critical values are sufficiently lower.
